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EDITORIAL
 

As the editorship of the Quaternary Newsletter passes from Stewart
Campbell to me,I would like to thank Stewart on behalf of the QRAfor his
dedication and skill. Since 1996, Stewart has ensured that ONhas provided
a stimulating and well-presented mix of news, research and comment.
Insight, debate and variety are essential to the continued success of ON.
Material with these qualities will be welcomed from all membersof the
QRA, whether amateur, professional, young Turk, sage, iconoclast or
conformist, And in addition to general Quaternary matters, QN will also
welcome material about education and conservation. Spreading thefindings
of Quaternary research to schools and the general public, and encouraging
them to pursue their own Quaternary interests or research should be
importantto usall.
Finally, I☂d like to make a plea on behalf of good illustrations. As maps,
diagrams and photographs are just as important as text, please would
contributors to ONsubmitillustrations that are well designed and produced.

Julian Murton



 

OBITUARY
 

PROFESSOR BRIAN MICHAEL FUNNELLM.A., PH.D., F.G.S.
1933-2000

The death of Brian Funnell in May 2000has deprived Quaternary science and
the wider field of Environmental Sciences in general of an active researcher
whose work anticipated many of the important developmentsofthe last few
decades. He applied a specialist☂s knowledge of micropalaeontology to a wide
range of scientific interests, including Neogene and Quatemary timescales, the
palaeoceanography in the Pacific, Indian and Atlantic oceans, the
palaeogeographyofcontinental coastlines, the Quaternary successionsof East
Anglia and the North Sea andtheir correlations with Europe, and the Holocene
evolution of the Norfolk and Suffolk coasts. He also had a wider influence
which wasthe more profoundfor being expressed indirectly and concealed by
modesty abouthis personal achievements. In the 1960s and 70s mostgeologists
and geophysicists were wrestling with the fusion of their hitherto separate
disciplines and regarded geographyasan alien territory. It wasat precisely this
time that Brian developed andputinto practice a vision of Earth Science as an
integrated memberof the family of Environmental Sciences, which includes
within its scope the whole earth,its atmosphere, oceans,ice-sheets, vegetation,
animal ecology, human inhabitants and their societies, constructions and
influences on natural fluxes ofwater and chemicals. His own research,teaching
and public service helped to shape the concepts of Earth System Science and
Environmental Geology as they have now emerged, 30 yearslater. [t was
through his foundation, with Professor Keith Clayton, of the School of
Environmental Sciencesat the University of East Anglia that his widestvision
found concrete expression. Brian☂s death came prematurely and he wasactive
in research and publishing to the very last of his 66 years. Though his
Presidency of the QRA was cut short in 1999, he used it to widen the
Association☂s contact with other sciences and to promotethe contributions that
Quaternary scientists make to understanding the global environment. In
recognition of his life-long contributions he was elected to Honorary
Membershipsofboth the QRA andthe British Micropalaeontological Society.
Brian Funnell wasa prime moverin the study ofthe Quaternary of East Anglia,
where he grew upandattended the City of Norwich School. At the age of 17
he took a leading role in founding the Paramoudra Club, an association of



student geologists whose membersin laterlife becamedistinguished in science
and industry. In 1969 the club became the Geological Society of Norfolk, and
from its inceptionit published a valuable Bulletin containing original research
papers. In the 1950s Brian published papers on the geology of the Bungay
district (4) and of the area around Ingham and Bury St. Edmunds (5). These
early works show the characteristic thoroughnessand brevityofall his writing.
Starting in 1956, he compiled a bibliography of East Anglian geology
(7,10,13,15,16,28,38,104,112) grouped by decade from 1900 onwards, which
wasa very useful continuation of W.J. Harrison☂s ☁A Bibliography ofNorfolk
Glaciology including the CromerCliffs, with the Forest-BedSeries☂ (Glacialists☂
Magazine (1897), 1-91). Later he edited publications on the ☁The Geology of
Norfolk☂ in 1961 (18, 20,39,67) and ☁East Anglian Geology☂ in 1984 (89). To
the first of these he contributed a landmark paper on the Palaeogene and Early
Pleistocene of Norfolk (19), reporting the results (largely his Ph.D. research)
of micropalaeontological investigations at important marine Early Pleistocene
sites at Ludham, Bramerton, Sidestrand, Easton Bavents, Sizewell, Thorpe
Aldringham and Chillesford. He distinguished several distinct foraminiferal
assemblages which could be correlatedto pollen zonesofthe Early Pleistocene.
This workon foraminifers pushed forward hugely the interpretation ofthe Crag
and was developed furtherin later studies, many ofwhich were interdisciplinary
in nature and included his own work on Mollusca. Suchsites as Bramerton (75),
Easton Bavents (21), Covehithe (77) and Bulcamp (84) all lie within East
Anglia, as do the Red Crag sites of Walton, Newbourn and Butley (48,66) and
the deep boreholesat Stradbroke (66, 85), Debenham (85) and Sizewell (86).
Later ventures further afield in Britain included the temperate stage site at
Earnley, Sussex (87) and marinedeposits in caves at Berry Head, Devon (119).
Brian☂s work on East Anglian stratigraphy and palaeo-environments had a
significance farbeyondthelocal, for it aimed at correlation betweenthe British,
North Sea and Europeanrecords (66, 97, 114,148 and especially 141) and with
the geological timescale (78, 82).
Thoughhe neverbelittled its importance Brian sometimesjokingly referred to
East Anglian geology as his hobby, for the bulk of his contributions as a
micropalaeontologist were made on the wider stage of marine geology and
palaeoceanography. He took his B.Sc. in Natural Sciences at Trinity College,
Cambridge, and returned in 1957 after National Service to conductresearch.
After two years he waselected to a Fellowship and he remained at Cambridge
until 1968, becoming successively Senior Assistant in Research, University
Demonstratorand University Lecturer. Because of his expertise in the study of
microfossils, he becameattachedto the Marine Geology group led by Maurice
Hill at the DepartmentofGeodesy and Geophysics.In 1961-2 he was awarded



 

a Harkness Fellowship to study for a year in the USA, which he spentat the
Scripps Institution of Oceanography under Fred Phleger and alongside Bill
Reidel. His studies of the micropalaeontology of deep-sea sediments ranged
overa broad canvas, for at Cambridge he was working on sediments from the
Atlantic and Indian oceans, while at Scripps he worked on sediments from the
Pacific (22,24). Because of the birth and rapid development of whole new
subjectareas in the 1960s, such as geomagnetic reversal stratigraphy, sea-floor
spreadingandplate tectonics, the main application of Brian☂s initial studies of
oceanic microfossils was in providing stratigraphic dating.In 1964 he published
a paper with Chris Harrison whichforthe first time documented and dated a
reversal in remanent magnetism in a sequence of deep-sea sediments (25).
Palaeontological dates from microfossils were also crucial in dating oceanic
features and their structural history (29,30,34,35,36) and in determining the age
of oceanic sediments in general to test the hypothesis of sea-floor spreading
(33,43,44), For many years following the plate tectonic revolution of 1967,
Brian collaborated with Alan Smith onthe palaeogeographic location of cored
anddrilled sediments in the ocean basins (33,70) andthe locationof shorelines
on palaeogeographic reconstructions (100,107). The latter culminated in the
publicationofthe ☁Atlas ofMesozoic and Cenozoic Coastlines☂ in 1994 (132).
It was clear from the outset that Brian☂s main interest in studying microfossils
was in the extent to which they might yield palaeo-environmental information
(14). In 1971, together with Bill Reidel, Brian edited the landmarkvolume ☁The
Micropalaeontology of Oceans☂ (42) and in the following two decades he
continued to develop and refine the methods by which the application of
biostratigraphic data could be used to establish chronologies for the Plio-
Pleistocene (78,142,147). With time, however, the emphasis of his studies
shifted towards palaeoceanography ♥ the determination of variations in sea-
surface temperature, sea-water chemistry, surface currents, coastal upwelling
andproductivity in the past. The period 1989-2000 wasparticularly productive
for such research,in collaboration with research students and post-doctoral
researchers.A seriesofstudies, largely based on material collected throughthe
Ocean Drilling Program, used diatom, foraminiferal and radiolarian
compositional data to decipher the complex pattern of ocean circulation
changes associated with the climatic deterioration through the Late Neogene
(94,113,117,139, 145,146,155,157,158). The significance of these findings
was supported by complementary investigations into the ecological factors
affecting modem species distributions (130, 152).
From the mid-1970s onward, Brian☂s third strong research interest was the
Holoceneevolutionofthe East Anglian coastline, particularly North Norfolk,
Broadland and Suffolk. He was ahead of the gameas usual, for 25 years later



the geological evolution of Holocene coastlines has become an important
research themein the context of global warming andsea-level rise. Much of
Brian☂s work,in conjunction with a series of successful research students, was
grounded in the applications of microfossils as indicators of both palaeo-
environment andrelative sea level, although his interests branched out to
include geotechnical and geochronological studies. A number of important
papers were publishedin the 1980s, notably 106, which explainedthe structure
of Holocene sediments beneath the North Norfolk coast. This beautiful area of
coast between Weybourne and Hunstanton, a ☁natural laboratory☂ to Brian,
became the focus of a UEAresearch group in the 1990s contributing to the
NERC-funded LOIS (Land-OceanInteraction Studies) programme. Brian was
an active participant and wasstill involvedin interpreting the resultsat the time
ofhis death (160, 161). Manyofhis interpretations from earlier workhave been
vindicated by the results of the LOIS.
Though he might have based his whole career at Cambridge, in 1968 he was
lured back to Norwichto one of two Professorships which founded the School
of Environmental Sciences at the new University of East Anglia. He was
heavily involved in the appointmentof staff and in developing the School☂s
teaching programme,and as second Deanofthe School he oversaw the layout
and equipping of permanentbuildings, and nurtured the now world-renowned
Climatic Research Unit. Just as he applied new techniques and approaches to
his science, Brian brought the same visionary skills to the founding and
developmentofwhatbecamethe largest and mostbroadly based Environmental
Sciencesinstitution in Europe. The inter-disciplinary ethos that he propounded
at UEA isnowa modelaspired to by manyinstitutions but wasvery adventurous
at the time. One factorin its spread wasthe promotion offormer UEAstaffand
students to senior posts in some of the best Earth Sciences departments in
Britain. The School☂s success andits influence on the general growth of an
Earth System Science perspective were both sourcesofgreat pleasure to Brian
in the 1990s. In 1989 he took early retirement, essentially so that he could
devote more time to research. Initially he was re-employed part-time as a
Research Professor, then appointed as a Professorial Fellow, and in 1994 he
was made Emeritus Professor.
Throughouthis career Brian gave muchtimeto teaching and public service,
holding numerous examinershipsin universities. He was Chairof the British
Micropalaeontological Society (1984-6) and President of the QRA (1997-9),
and served on the Ocean Drilling Program, the Geological Committee of the
Royal Society and the Radioactive Waste Management Advisory Committee
of the Departmentofthe Environment. He headed the Steering Committees of
the Natural Environment Research Council☂s Thematic Programmes on



 

☁Palaeoclimate ofthe Last Glacial/Interglacial Cycle☂ (133) and ☜Terrestrial
Initiative in Global Geological and Environmental Research (TIGGER)☝, both
ofwhich enabled Quaternary scientists to participate in the growing applications
of Earth Science to understanding climatic change. He took the view that the
health of a country☂s science lies in local roots as well as national and
international programmes. His earliest papers were stated to be ☜primarily
intended for the use of local naturalists and schools☝ and he was tireless
supporterof the Geological Society of Norfolk, editing its Bulletin for many
years. He was keen on exposing science to the public and conceived the
imaginative idea of an Ice Age Grove, which wasplanted at Pigney Wood near
North Walshamto illustrate the successive colonisation of Britain by trees at
the start of an interglacial. Always supportive of his students and colleagues,
he will be long remembered and much missed, He will be commemoratedat the
University of East Anglia by the planting of a Gingko (maidenhair) tree, now
only native in East Asia but once a componentofthe forests which flourished
in East Anglia during the Tertiary.
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A MAPPING-RELATED LITHOSTRATIGRAPHICAL
FRAMEWORKFOR THE QUATERNARY OF THE UK

Andrew A. McMillan and Richard J.O. Hamblin
Background
In February 1998, an in-house Workshop washeld at the British Geological
Survey (BGS), Keyworth on the subject of stratigraphical classification and
nomenclature ofthe Quaternary. Following the WorkshoptwoBGS Quaternary
Stratigraphical Framework Committees (QSFCs) wereestablished to consider
lithostratigraphical frameworks for the Quaternary deposits lying north and
south ofthe limit of the main Late Devensian ice sheet. This brief discussion
paperoutlinesthe framework schemes which have developed overthe last two
years. It serves as a preface to the proposed BGS Open Discussion Meeting at
Keyworth scheduled for 21 February 2001 (see QRA Circular or Geocientist
for details).
Traditionally, the BGS has published mapsand accounts that employ a mixture
of lithological, morphological and genetic terminology. To a large degree the
terminologyreflected the available information aboutthe spatial distribution of
surficial deposits. In recent years the opportunity has been taken to apply the
principles of lithostratigraphy to Quaternary mapping. Increasingly it has
become desirable to employ lithostratigraphical classifications to assist the
interpretation of the regional spatial distribution of Quaternary deposits. There
are benefits both for process-related research and for applied modelling. The

. requirement becomes more urgent as the BGS continues to develop digital
mapping techniques whichwill enable 3-dimensional modelling ofQuaternary
deposits. No longeris it satisfactory to produce maps essentially of surface
deposits in which, for example,tills of different lithologies and origins are
depicted ☁undivided☂ with minimaldescription.
TheBGS Workshopaddressed a numberofquestions fundamental to establishing
a workable lithostratigraphical framework which takesasits premiseits ability
to be applied to geological mapping. Principal conclusionsfrom the workshop
included the following:
¢ The formation is the fundamental mapping unit (North American

Stratigraphic Code, NACSN,1983; Hedberg, 1976; Whittakeret al. 1991;
Salvador, 1994)
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* members and beds may also be mappableunits
* grouping of formationsis desirable particularly to aid regional mapping and

interpretation by non-specialists
* groups may ormay not be composed entirely ofnamed formations (NACSN,

1983)
* lithological identifiers for formation namesare desirable only where they

clearly conveythe principallithological componentsofthe unit
*  lithogenetic classification (see McMillan and Powell, 1999) is often a

practical mapping tool and it is not necessary or desirable to define all
Quaternary deposits in a formal lithostratigraphy

* terrace deposits should be considered as membersofformations defined by
a single catchment(i.e. major river and its tributaries)

Mappability
At the time of the constitution of the BGS QSFCsit was appreciated that the
Geological Society Special ReportNo.23♥A Revised Correlation ofQuaternary
Deposits in the British Isles was in preparation.It was resolved thatthe results
of the Geological Society report, now published (Bowen, 1999), should be
takeninto accountin any proposed framework. Thereport hasalready received
a number of constructive reviews (e.g. Green, 2000; Straw, 2000) and the
contributors deserve praise for the documentation of nearly 1400 units, many
of which have beendescribedin detail in the scientific literature. The Preface
by the editor, Professor David Bowen,sets out a modern basis for Quaternary
onshore stratigraphy, but as Bowen and Lewis (2000) emphasize,in reply to
Straw (2000), the report does not adopt oxygen isotope stages as the basis for
classification but adheresto lithostratigraphicalprinciples. Nevertheless, many
ofthe units referred to in Bowen (1999) have been defined only locally on the
basis of one or more well-exposed sections. Perhaps understandably little
attempt has been madeto correlate these units regionally and, as Bowen (1999)
concedes, ☜many ofthe stratigraphical units proposed are not amenable to
systematic and widespread mapping away from their stratotypes☝.
Therein lies a serious problem for onshore mapping where correlation depends
on scattered well-exposed sections. Combined with this fragmentary record
and commonly ill-defined or unknown field relationships is the generally
poorly fossiliferous nature of deposits, which makesit difficult to establish a
robustbiostratigraphy. Equally, many deposits contain little in the way of
organic or other dateable material on which a chronostratigraphy maybebased.
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However, chronostratigraphical units may ultimately derive from
lithostratigraphicalcriteria, and, as Bowen and Lewis (2000)have indicatedin
their response to Straw☂s review (2000),it is importantthat this relationship is
not reversed.
A revisedlithostratigraphical framework for the onshore Quaternary deposits
(arising out of the QSFCs studies) emphasisesthe application of a ☁top down☂
approach more amenable to mapping. Two geographical areas were considered,
lying to the north and to the south of the known maximumextent ofthe
Devensian ice sheets in Britain (Figure 1). The framework is built on the
published literature (including BGS geological maps) and reference to Bowen
(1999). We proposereferencing the lithostratigraphy to British stage names
(Rose, 1989; Mitchell e7 al., 1973; Bowen, 1999) and to the most recently
proposed timescales based on oxygenisotope stages (Bowen, 1999), Reference
may also be made tothe provisional late-glacial/Holocene eventstratigraphy
for the British Isles (Loweet al., 1999).
In the ☁top down☂lithostratigraphical framework the basic mappable unit, the
formation, is linked to a series of lithogenetically and provenance-defined
groups and sub-groups. We believe this approach potentially provides the
geological surveyorwith a usable scheme and the user of geological data with
a more understandable systemof direct relevance to small-scale mapping.It is
not intended to introduce a plethora of new stratigraphical terms. We
acknowledge that the group/sub-group definitions may contravene a strict
interpretation ofstratigraphical principles (NACSN, 1983; Hedberg, 1976;
Salvador, 1994). These departures from procedureare discussed below and are
likely to form the subjectoffurther debate.In taking forwardthe use of groups
and sub-groupsthe approachalsodiffers from that adopted by Bowen (1999),
although manyof the component mappable formationsin that publication are
adopted. Opportunity will be taken not only to simplify the framework but also
to clarify inconsistencies in the Geological Society report. We also recognise
the very wide range ofdepositional environments and events associated with
the Quaternary. The QSFCsare concentrating on key regionsof the UK where
geological knowledge and datasets, although variable in availability and
quality, are sufficiently advancedto establish the framework.

Definitions
The proposed framework consists of a hierarchy of groups and sub-groups. In
someregions where formations havenot been defined, groups and sub-groups
may currently consist solely oflithogenetic units. The broad definition of the
basic building blocksare as follows:
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Figure 1. Distribution of glacigenic groups and sub-groups (see Also Table1).
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GROUP: anassemblageofsediments, comprising formations and/orlithogenetic
units of common generic provenance. Depending on the depositional
environment, component formations will contain variable proportions of
locally-derived and far-travelledlithologies.
For glacigenic sediments (glacial, glaciofluvial and glaciolacustrine), two
groups are proposed, representing deposits lying to the north andto the south
of the Devensianice sheet limit (Tables 1 and 3, Figure 1), These groupsare
named the Northern British Glacigenic Group and the Southern British
Glacigenic Group. North ofthe limit, the glacigenic deposits are mainly of
Devensian age but pockets ofolder deposits do occur, often concealed. South
ofthe limit, all glacigenic deposits predate the Devensianstage.
Fluvial, lacustrine, estuarine, coastal (including raised marine sediments) and
aeolian deposits are geographically defined within a series of Catchment
Groups defined by majorriver drainage systems (Tables 2 and 3, Figure 2).
North of the Devensian limit these deposits are generally Late Devensian to
Holocenein age. South ofthe Devensianlimit, the age of deposits ranges from
post-Anglian to modern. A total of 12 Catchment Groups for deposits of
geographically-related rivers are proposed for the area north of the Devensian
limit, Eleven groups are proposed for the area south of the Devensian limit
(including the Trent Catchment Group and the Severn Catchment Group
which straddle the line). Additional Catchment Groups may be introduced for
deposits of islands. Each group will contain river valley formations, named
after the principal rivers of the group area. North of the Devensian limit, one
formation is usually considered sufficient to define the fluvial deposits
(floodplain alluviumand terrace deposits) of a major river andit tributaries.
Terrace deposits may be assigned memberstatus. The alluvium oftributaries
or upperreachesofrivers, where lithologically and texturally distinctive, may
be assigned memberstatus. The formation may also contain other surficial
deposits such as peat, lacustrine deposits and head that lie within the river
catchment. These may be accorded memberstatus or remain as lithogenetic
units,
South ofthe Devensian limit, in major catchments such as the Thames, Trent
and Severn terrace deposits commonlyrepresent multiple glacial ♥ interglacial
cycles. It is proposed to establish groupsfor the fluvial, lacustrine, organic,
estuarine and coastal deposits within these and other regional catchments and
for deposits of drainage basins which did not survive the Anglian glaciation
(e.g. the Dunwich Group for pre-Anglian fluvial deposits of the Bytham,
Proto-Thamesand a ☁Northern River☂ now termed the Ancaster River). Again,
a single formation may encompass the componentterrace deposit members of
each majorriver andits tributaries.



 

 

   

 
Figure 2. Quaternaary catchment groups (excluding pre-Anglian deposits).
See Table 2.
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 GROUP SUB-GROUP NOTES
 

NORTHERNBRITISHGLACIGENIC GROUP(NBG)

1.Shetland Drift
2. WesternIsles Drift
3.Northern Highland Drift
4. Banffshire Coast Drift
5. Logie - Buchan Drift
6.Cairngorm - East Grampian Drift
7. Central Grampian Drift
8. Mearns Drift
9. North Sea Coast Drift
10. Midland Valley Drift
11.Southern Uplands Drift
12. Irish Sea Drift
13. Central Cumbria Drift
14, Pennines Drift
15. Welsh Drift

The Northern British Glacigenic Group comprises
glacigenic deposits mostly associated with the
dispersal and deglaciation of the Main Late Devensian
ice sheet and local readvances. OIS range from 2 to
12 for NBG sub-groups (They mainly range from 2 to
5). Enclaves of older deposits are included.
Sub-groups 1-15 each consist of lithologically distinct
glacigenic deposits possessing dominantlithological
characteristics of the regional geology, linked to
centres of ice build-up and dispersal. The general
surface distribution of each sub-group is shown on
Figure 1. Note that units of one sub-group may
interfinger units of another. The deposits may consist
of diamictons, glaciofluvial sand and gravel,
glaciolacustrine and glaciomarine deposits and
palaeosols.

 

 

SOUTHERNBRITISHGLACIGENIC GROUP(SBG) 1. North Norfolk Glacigenic  The Southern British Glacigenic Group currently comprises
one sub-group of deposits of pre-Devensian ice sheets.
Although constituent formations may be defined lithologically,
the deposits cannot be linked directly to remote centres of ice
build-up.   

L@ Table 1. Proposed glacigenic groups and sub-groups.



 GROUP* NOTES
 T. Northern Highland and ArgyllCatchment

North-east Scotland CatchmentTay Catchment
Forth CatchmentClyde Catchment
Tweed CatchmentSolway Catchment
Northumbria Catchment
Yorkshire Catchment

10. Cumbria - Lancashire
Catchment
11. Cheshire - North WalesCatchment
12. Cambrian Catchment

C
O
N
G
A
A
W
H Groups 1-12 each consist of deposits within a geographicallydefined seriesof river catchments (Figure 2). In addition to fluvialdeposits of Holocene age, the groupsincludeall coastal andmarine deposits of Holocene to Late Devensian age. OlS rangesfrom 1 to 2. The alluvial andterrace deposits of each major riverand any tributaries may be assignedto a single formation. Membersmay be established for deposits of distinctive lithology. Formationsestablished for coastal, marine and organic deposits may fall withinone or more groups.

 

 13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

Trent CatchmentSevern CatchmentOuse - Nene CatchmentYare - Waveney CatchmentThames CatchmentSuffolk CatchmentCornubian Catchment

South of the Devensian limit, groups 13 - 23 are each defined bymajordrainage basins (Figure 2) andinclude all post-Anglian, non-glacigenic sediments: fluvial, lacustrine, aeolian, coastal and slopedeposits.Thealluvial and terrace deposits of each major river and itstributaries may be assigned to a single formation. The deposits ofeachterrace of a river may constitute a member, which may be sub-divided formally or informally into beds.

 

 

 

   
  

 
20. Somerset Catchment21. Solent Catchment22. Sussex Catchment23. South Kent Catchment
24, Dunwich The Dunwich Group is raised to encompassall pre-Anglian fluvial

deposits of the Proto-Thames, the Bytham River and a ☁Northern
River☂ now termed the Ancaster River. The courses of the Bytham
and Ancaster rivers were overrun by, and that of the Thamesdiverted by, the Anglian ice sheet.

25. Clay - with - fiints
26. Pebble Gravel Groups 25 - 28 comprise interfluve deposits of southern England.
(27. Wealden Rivers28. Mendip
28, Crag The Crag Group includes all the wholly or dominanlly marine

formations which precede the Anglian Glaciation in East Anglia
 

* Note that other catchment groups may be established for non-glacigenic deposits ofislands
 

Table 2. Proposed catchment and other non-glacigenic groups.
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Series of groupsdefined by rivercatchments and solidHOLOCENE 1 geology
series of: groupsDevensian 2-54 ee by
major riversystemsseries ofieswichian |Se |INoemern ♥|iceBRITISH contreGLACIGENIG♥ |felatedGROUP siIWOLSTONIAN 6-10 groups:

SOUTHERN ♥[NorthBRITISH NorfolkHOXNIAN, 4 ilcuacicenc |Glacigenle|GROUP- Sub-group

JANGLIAN 12
OunwichGroupcromerian_|_ 13-21 {pre-Angiiancatchmentgroup)

BEESTONIAN

PASTONIAN 4

PRE-PASTONIAN

BAVENTIAN
[Crag Group

ANTIAN! BRAMATONIAN.
 

TTHURNIAN
 

LUDHAMIAN
 

PRE-LUDHAMIAN,
  PLIOCENE.   

nonglacigenicinterfiuve{groups

    
 

Table 3. Relationship of groups and sub-groups to Quaternary stages.
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In addition to Catchment Groups, a small numberof groups are defined for
deposits of interfluve areas south of the Devensian ice sheetlimit (Tables 2 and
3). The Plioceneto Early Pleistocene Crag Groupisalso definedto includeall
the wholly or dominantly marine formations which precede the Anglian
glaciation in East Anglia.
SUB-GROUP:Forglacigenic groups, especially north of the Devensianlimit,
wherethe provenanceof the deposits is strongly influenced by patterns of the
build-up and decayof an ice sheet (e.g. Central Grampians - Rannoch Moor)
or ice dome (e.g. Central Cumbria - Lake District), we consider that it is
desirable to demonstrate lithological similarities of suites of sediments of
varying age. We propose to subdivide the Northern British Glacigenic
Groupintoa series of sub-groups whose names demonstrate eitherthe centre
of local ice-dispersal or are determined by the location of the principal
depositional centres. A sub-group may consist of formationsoflithologically
similar deposits representative of one or more glacial ♥ interglacial cycles.
There are exampleswhereit is possible to demonstrate interdigitation between
formationsbelongingto different sub-groups that are the productofmore than
oneice stream. North of the Devensianice sheetlimit it is proposed to define
15 glacigenic sub-groups(Table 1). South of the Devensian limit the Southern
British Glacigenic Group presently comprises a North Norfolk Glacigenic
Sub-group, which encompassesall pre-Devensian glacigenic deposits (Table
1). Other sub-groups, such as a possible Cornubian Glacigenic Sub-group, may
be established. Approximate geographical boundaries to the groups and sub-
groups are shownin Figure 1.
FORMATION:ageographically-mappableunit that mayconsist ofone or more
lithologies defined by type section, or more commonly by type area, A
formation may also include concealed deposits correlated between boreholes
or by seismicstratigraphy. Where possible, top and base should be defined but
it is recognised that the nature of these boundaries and the bounding deposits
mayvary laterally. Formations may stand on their ownor form part of one or
more groups. Where appropriate, formation namesshould include a lithological
as wellas geographical qualifier. Terms such astill, sand and gravel,siltorclay
are acceptable. Formations may be sub-divided into members and beds.
LITHOGENETIC UNIT: aunit, mappableorotherwise,defined byits lithology,
sediment ♥ landform associations (e.g. morainic deposits) and mode oforigin
and classified according to the current BGS Rock Classification Scheme
(McMillan and Powell, 1999).
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Discussion
Weconsiderthat the aggregation offormations into groups and sub-groupswill
enable a more generalized regional lithostratigraphical classification to be
established.It should readily identify the extent of those deposits with similar
lithological characteristics that may or may notbe directly linked to the age of
those deposits. Clearly this system may be of benefit to non-Quaternary
specialists whose interests may lie in the hydrogeological(e.g. for recharge
studies) or geotechnical properties of Quaternary sediments. Equally, it may
improve understanding of provenance and in turn demonstrate cyclical
similarities for example,in ice-sheet build-up and decay.
However,as in anylithostratigraphical scheme, there are areas of concern that
require debate. We outline a few of the issues for discussion.
* Should provenancebereflected in lithostratigraphy? According to Hedberg

(1976, p.41), this should be discouraged,but he does accept that the name
ofahigh-ranking unit may appropriately ☜be derived from a more extensive
geographic feature or area than the namesofits lower ranking components☝.
Thusthe grouping of formations according to geographical centresofice
dispersal or by catchmentis acceptable.

* Should genetic terminology be employedin group/sub-group nomenclature?
Again,astrictinterpretationofthe internationalstratigraphic codes (NACSN,
1983; Salvador, 1994) indicates that such qualifiers should not be used. Yet
many ofthe obvious and meaningful geographical group namesare already
employed in the geologicalliterature both for Quaternary sediments and
Solid units. Qualifiers suchas ☁drift☂ or ☁glacigenic☂ are believed to aid the
general userofthe geological information whois nota Quaternary specialist
(see discussion in Fosteret al., 1999),

* Should groups/sub-groups reflect deposils of single or multiple major
events? Forglacigenic groups,the concept, as developed for west Cumbria
(McMillan in Akhurst, 1997; Merritt and Auton, in press) and NE Scotland
(Merritt e7 al., in press), was to group formations according to lithological
(and hence provenance-related) characteristics, irrespective of age of
deposits (commonly unknown). Others arguestrongly for a single glacial-
event-driven groupstratigraphy (assuming the event is known). Indeed,as
a general rule, Salvador (1994) states that ☜the union of adjacent strata
separated by regional unconformities or major hiatuses into a single
lithostratigraphic unit should preferably be avoided even if no more than
minorlithologic differences can be found tojustify the separation☝. However,
discontinuities are commonplace in Quaternary glacigenic sequences and
the difficulties of defining ☁regional unconformities☂ should not be
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underestimated. We are seeking a ☁top down☂system thatwill accommodate
the classification ofcomplex successionsbutwill be capable ofmodification
as new data come to hand. In many areas of the UKit is currently not
possible to attribute mappable units (formations) to single glacial events.
New sub-groups mayneedto be set up as new data becomeavailable to erect
an event-driven formational stratigraphy.

« Should formation or memberstatus be appliedto terrace deposits of major
catchments? Somearguethatterrace deposits, often comprising deposits of
warm and cold phasesof a glacial cycle, need to be accorded formational
status. Others contendthata single formation should encompassa series of
catchment terrace deposits of a major river and its tributaries, enabling
individual terrace deposits to be mapped as members orbeds.

The BGS Quaternary Framework Committees are charged with drafting a
report which may developtheideas outlined above and recommendprocedure
for future lithostratigraphical mapping of onshore Quaternary deposits in the
UK.Weshould like to take the opportunity of next year☂s Open Meeting (21
February 2001) to discuss the issues raised with a view to recommending a
workable ☁top down☂stratigraphical framework.
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A NEW GLACIAL STRATIGRAPHY FOR EASTERN
ENGLAND

Richard Hamblin, Brian Moorlock and Jim Rose

Wewere pleased to read in QN 91 the report on the recent field trip to East
Anglia (Lawson and Allen, 2000), andto see ourseveral contributions reported
by the authors. However,as that report is of necessity brief, we thought that
those readers ofQNwho werenotonthefield trip, and who maybeas☁stunned☂
by our new proposed stratigraphyas those in the party at Happisburgh(p.16),
might welcome some expansion on the background to our conclusions. Our
newstratigraphy (Table 1) replaces the rather more complexstratigraphies of
Banham (1968, 1988), Hart and Boulton (1991) and Lunkka (1994)(Table2).

Table 1. A revised stratigraphy forthe pre-Devensian tills ofNorth-East Norfolk.
For simplicity only the names of the formations and ofthetill members are
shown. Outwash sands and gravels and lacustrine deposits also occur.
 

Overstrand Formation Hanworth Till Member
Lowestoft Formation Walcott Till Member
Corton Formation Happisburgh Till Member
 

Table 2. The pre-Devensiantill stratigraphies ofNorth-East Norfolk according
to Banham (1968, 1988), Hart and Boulton (1991), and Lunkka (1994).
 

Banham (1968, 1988) Hart and Boulton (1991) Lunkka (1994)
 

Lowestoft Till Lowestoft Till Formation,
= Marly Drift Marly Drift Member
 

Third CromerTill Walcott Diamicton Member Cromer Diamicton Member,
Mundesley Diamicton
Member
 

Second Cromer Till Eccles Diamicton Member Walcott Diamicton Member
 

First CromerTill Happisburgh Diamicton Happisburgh Diamicton
Member Member
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The key discovery to emerge from ourrecent survey of the geology of East
Anglia wastherealisation that the Walcott Till, which was long considered to
be achalkier facies ofthe North Sea Drift/Cromertills depositedby Scandinavian
Ice (Perrin er al., 1979),is in reality the lateral equivalentofthe LowestoftTill.
This conclusion is derived from detailed mapping, sedimentological,
macropalaeontological and palynological evidence (Moorlocket al., 2000;
Hamblin, 2000).
This meansthat the Walcott Till is not one of the ☁North Sea Drift☂ tills. Thus,
there is no compelling evidence that the Scandinavian and Scottish ice-sheets
co-existed in north Norfolk. The Scottish ice which deposited the Lowestoft
Till extended across northeast Norfolk, rather than being excluded from this
area as would have beenthe caseif the Scandinavian ice had occupied the area
while it deposited the Walcott Till. Indeed wefeel that the mutually distinctive
lithological contentofthe three pre-Devensian tills in EastAnglia (Happisburgh
Till MemberorFirst CromerTill, Walcott Till Memberor Second CromerTill,
Hanworth Till Memberor Third CromerTill) is best explained by formation
during separate glacial events. Definitive evidencethat there are separate
glacial eventsis provided by links with lithostratigraphy elsewhere. The older
glaciations can be separated on the basis oftheir correlation with the pre-
Anglian Bytham River deposits at Leet Hill, and the youngerglaciations are
separated by mineralogical comparisonwith tills in Lincolnshire and Yorkshire.
Although we are confidentof ourlithostratigraphy (Table 1), and feel that this
favoursthree separate glaciations,the assignation ofthese glacial episodes to
Oxygen Isotope Stages (OIS) is inevitably tenuous in the absence of geo-
chronometryofassociated sediments and the absence ofcontinuoussuccessions.
However, recent U-Series and ESR dates on organic deposits at Marks Tey
(Roweet al., 1999) and Hoxne (Griin and Schwarcz, 2000) appear to confirm
the long-held belief (Shackleton and Turner, 1975) that the chalky Lowestoft
Till of East Anglia (our Walcott Till Memberof north Norfolk and Lowestoft
Till Member elsewhere) was deposited during OIS 12, and wearetaking this
as the keystonefor our correlations with the global OIstages at the moment.
Oursuggestionthatthe oldestof the glaciations (our Corton Formation)dates
from OIS 16 arose from the discovery ofbouldersofbasic volcanic rocks, high-
grade metamorphic rocks and Carboniferous limestone, many of which have
angular edges,in the Second Terrace deposits ofthe Bytham Sands and Gravels
at Leet Hill (Rose et al., 1999), Theseerratics are of northern provenance and
are interpreted as of glacial derivation, although reworked into the river
deposits, They do not resemble the erratic suite of the Lowestoft Formation,
but do suggesta correlation with one of the Scandinavian North Sea Drift tills,
especially the one that followed the flow track determinedbyFish etal., (2000).
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This interpretation is supported by the presenceofclasts of sandytill, similar
to that ofthe HappisburghTill, in the Bytham Sandsand Gravels,in association
with these far-travelled boulders. Clearly, as the BythamRiver deposits at Leet
Hill underlie the Lowestoft Till, the Scandinavian till mustbe the older ofthese
deposits and must correlate with the HappisburghTill of the Corton Formation
(lowermost North Sea Drift Till/ First Cromer Till).
Therefore, the Second Terrace of the Bytham Sands and Gravels, which
received an influx of sediment from the Scandinavian ice sheet correlates with
the Corton Formation, We knowthatthe First Terrace ofthe Bytham Sands and
Gravels correlates with the Lowestoft Formation, as Bytham river sediments of
this age are replaced, without interruption, by lacustrine sediments associated
with the Scottish glaciation that over-rode the Bytham river valley and
deposited the Lowestoft Till (Rose, 1989), and that the Bytham rivervalley was
buried by deposits ofthe Lowestoft Glaciation throughout Midland and Eastern
England (Rose, 1994). We also know that Bytham river sediments were
deposited in a cool temperate climate in which the early Hominids occupied
sites such as High Lodge (Ashton et al, 1992; Rose 1995), and that this
temperate interval occurred between the incision ofthe Bytham river below the
Second Terrace andthefinal aggradationto the limitofthe First Terrace. Thus,
if we assume that major incision in the main rivers is a feature of temperate
climate processes (Bridgland, 1994), then there are two temperate stages
between the formationofthe Second Terrace and the destruction ofthe Bytham
river system. In this case, if the Anglian Glaciation and the deposition of the
Lowestoft Formation date from OIS 12, and the temperate environment
represented at High Lodge from OIS 13, then the earlier glaciation which
deposited the Happisburgh Till of the Corton Formation must be predate an
additional cold and temperate cycle and be pre-OIS 15. Furthermore, there is
no good evidence for a major global glaciation in Europe in OIS 14, whereas
global ice appears to be important in OIS 16 (Raymo, 1997). Wetherefore
suggestedthatthe first Scandinavian glaciation of Britain mostlikely occurred
during OIS 16.
The uppermostofthe glacial deposits in Northeast Norfolk (excluding that of
the Devensian Glaciation), knowntraditionally as the Third CromerTill,is the
Overstrand Formation. The Hanworth Till Memberis a sandy diamictonthat
clearly post-dates the Lowestoft Formation, Ithastraditionally been considered
to be the youngest Scandinavian North Sea Drift formation in Norfolk (Perrin
etal., 1979; Rose, 1989; Lunkka, 1994). However, preliminary comparison of
the mineralogy of this unit (Perrin et al., 1979) with the mineralogy of the
Welton Till in Lincolnshire (unpublished data) and the Basement Till of East
Yorkshire (Catt and Penny, 1966; Madgett and Catt, 1978; Catt, 1991) suggest
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that these units are equivalent. Also associated with these sediments, on the
basis of palaeogeography, would be the outwash gravels of the Tottenhill
memberof the Nar Valley Formation in Norfolk (Gibbarder al., 1991, 1992;
Lewis and Rose, 1991), The age of these sediments is not yet known with
confidence, although it is believed that they all predate OIS Se, since Last
Interglacial deposits apparently rest on the BasementTill in East Yorkshire
(Catt and Penny, 1966), andsince the gravels at Tottenhill retain palaeosol
microstratigraphy which suggests a sequence of soil development that would
extend back only to the Last Interglacial (Lewis and Rose, 1991). By
comparison with the continent, the most recent glaciation to reach the
Netherlands,and hencethepartofthe North Sea mostadjacentto Britain (Oele
and Schuttenhelm, 1967) is known to have occurred during OIS 6, because
glacially-tectonised deposits include organic material dated to OIS 7 at Fransche
Kamp and the glacially-tectonised material is buried by Eemian marine
sediments (OIS Se) (Ruegg, 1991). On the assumptionthat the ice sheet that
reached the Netherlands also reached eastern England, then the Overstrand
Formation, Tottenhill outwash sands and gravels, Welton Till, BasementTill
and Warren HouseGill Till should be attributed to OIS 6. They should not be
called Wolstonian (Bowen, 1999) as the deposits at Wolston (Wolston
Formation) are of pre-Anglian and Anglian age.
Also supporting the OIS 6 ageof the Overstrand Formationin north Norfolk is
the ☁freshness☂ of the terrain within the region of this formation, and the
presence of landformssuch as the Blakeney esker, kames within the Glaven
Valley, and the Cromer moraine ridge. These landforms that have the
appearance of constructional geomorphological features, although detailed
workhas shownthatall ofthese are substantially eroded and are residual around
relatively resistant gravel lithologies. Constructionalglacial landformsare not
associated with Anglian deposits elsewhere in Britain. In the past, convoluted
arguments have been put forward to explain the existence of these features
(Straw, 1960; Sparks and West, 1964; Rose, in Banham ef al., 1975; Grey,
1997), but an origin during a glaciation between 188 ka and 130 ka (OIS 6,
Martinsson eral., 1987) would meanthatthe largest features may have achance
of surviving complete destruction by periglacial mass movement during the
Last Glacial Stageandretain theirreliefto the present day. The reason no other
landformsofthis kind survive in Britain is that all other knownlocations where
OIS 6 deposits occur have been over-ridden by Devensianice. Similarlarge-scale,
but heavily-eroded landforms of OIS 6 age survive in the Netherlands and
Germany where they are beyondthe limit of the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM).
Thepossibility that the Overstrand Formation is Devensian is not considered
realistic, since the lithologyis quite unlike the Devensian Holderness Formation
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(Hunstanton Formation of Bowen, 1999), which can be seen in Norfolk
between Hunstanton and Morston, west of Blakeney, and which crops out
extensively north of the Wash (Madgett and Catt, 1975).
Discussion in the field during the QRA Easter Field Meeting indicated that
there are arguments against our suggestion that the Corton Formation belongs
to OIS 16, since this would imply that the Cromerian ofNorfolk is wholly older
than that stage. The problem is that deposits at Ostend and Sidestrand/
Trimingham in North Norfolk contain Arvicolat. cantiana whichis associated
with deposits traditionally ascribed to a time after OIS 15 (Preece andParfitt,
2000). However,several workers are currently studying the small mammal and
mollusc faunas ofthe Cromerian, and wehopethat aclearerpicture will emerge
in due course. At present it would appear thatthe OIS stage at which Mimomys
savini is replaced by Arvicola t. cantiana is not known with confidence
(Vandenberghe, 2000).
An alternative scenario, that the Corton and Lowestoft formations date
respectively from OIS 12 and 10 needs consideration because evidence for a
glaciation in OIS 10 is suggested from the Midlands (Sumbler, 1995,in press)
and from west Norfolk (Roweer al., 1997). However, wereject this scenario
for the following reasons:
i) There is substantial evidence that the chalky till of East Anglia was

deposited in OIS 12 prior to the deposition of organic deposits dated to OIS
11 (Bridgland, 1994;Roweetal., 1999; Griin andSchwarez, 2000). Specifically,
it is unlikely that the Lowestoft till overlying the Corton Formationat the type
site could belong to OIS 10 whenit is so close to, and in stratigraphic
continuity with, identical till of demonstrated OIS 12 age at Hoxne.

ii) If the Corton Formation is OIS 12 this would meanthatall the deposits of
the OIS 16 glaciation (represented by the Bytham Sandsand Gravels at Leet
Hill) will have been destroyed bylatererosion (except at Leet Hill). Bearing
in mindthe extensive Cromeriansoft sedimentsthat survive in Norfolk,it
is very unlikely that glacial deposits would notalso have survived.

Wedonotreject the evidence for an additional glaciation in the Midlands and
western East Anglia, but discussionofthat topic is beyond the scopeofthis note.
Thus, we conclude that, including the Devensian, we have evidence for five
glacial episodes in eastern and Midland England(bearing in mindthe previous
sentence), as follows:
OIS 16 - Scandinavianglaciation in Northeast Norfolk - Happisburgh Till of
Corton Formation - responsible for the creation of a large lake in the southern
North Sea, which overflowedto cut the Strait of Dover.
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OIS 12 - Scottish glaciation throughout eastern England - Lowestoft Till/
Walcott Till of Lowestoft Formation - responsible for final diversion of the
Thamesthrough London;Trias-rich Thrussington Till in Midlands.
OIS 10 - Scottish glaciation ofMidland England - OadbyTill extending into
Northwest Norfolk but not overtopping the Chalk escarpmentinto northeast
Norfolk.
OIS 6 - Scandinavian glaciationofeastern England andasfar south as north
Norfolk - Overstrand Till/Welton Till/BasementTill/Warren House Gill Till.
Ice reached the Netherlands on continental Europe.
OIS 2 (LGM)- Scottish Ice reached the Wash and Fen Basin - Skipsea and
Withernsea tills of Holderness Fm.
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THE INQUA LOESS COMMISSION

1999 was a good year for the Loess Commission (LC). Atthe INQUA Congress
in Durban in August we had two useful business meetings, elected many new
members and madeplans for the future. But the major 1999 event was the
LoessFest in Heidelberg and Bonn in late March. This celebrated 175 years of
☁loess☂- 175 years since Karl Caesar von Leonhard invented the concept - and
marked30 yearsofthe existence of the LC asa full INQUA Commission. The
LoessFest demonstratedthat the study ofloessis in good shape andthat we face
the future with some confidence. The Fest was organised by Ed Derbyshire and
Ludwig Zoeller. Ed is editing special issues of Quaternary Internationaland
Earth Science Reviews which will contain the presented papers and keynote
addresses; these will provide a good start for loess publishing in the current
inter-congressperiod.
This report summarises the nature and activities of the LC, past, present and
future.
Past
The LC has two beginnings. At the 6" INQUA Congressin Poland in 1961
Julius Fink of the University of Vienna initiated the Sub-Commission on
European Loess Stratigraphyaspart of the main Commissionon Stratigraphy.
At the 8" Congress in Paris in 1969 this was upgraded in status to a full
Commission. Theinitial aims were to elucidate the complex stratigraphyofthe
European loess (with some emphasis on material in East and Central Europe)
andto prepare a loess map of Europe.Fink believed that the European loess had
great significance to the Quaternary, and indeed great success was achieved
whenthe loess was shownto record multiple events in the Quaternary. The
famous 1977 Quaternary Research paper with George Kukla showed 17
interglacials since the Olduvai event.
Fink handed the Commission over to Marton Pecsiofthe Hungarian Academy
of Sciences at the 10° INQUA Congress in Birmingham in 1977, and Pecsi
broadenedthe scopeto take in a world view of loess. He also proposedthat the
Commission mightstart to focus on practical problems. At the 1977 Congress
the Western Pacific Working Group was formed by Jim Bowler of ANU.This
WPWGwasremarkably successful, a model of how a working group should
be organised. Bowlerset reasonable, achievable targets and all were met very

 



 
 

efficiently. In particular, three conferences were held in Australia, China and
New Zealand which did muchforcooperation in the Western Pacific region. In
addition, Loess Letter was started (and now celebrates 20 plus years of
continuouspublication).
At the 13" INQUACongress in Beijing in 1991, Pecsi handed over leadership
of the Commision to An Zhi-Shengof the Chinese Academyof Sciences, and
a move began back to a more project-orientated approach. The engineers
became more obvious, and subsidence and hydroconsolidation were studied in
addition to stratigraphy and palaeoclimatology. At the Beijing conference,
there were more than 250 abstracts dealing with loess (in contrast to eleven
loess papers at the 6" Congress in 1961). The great success of the LC was
mainly in the detailing of the Quaternary and in exploiting some new methods
such as thermoluminescence dating. The downsideisthe failure to complete the
Loess MapofEurope,althoughthis maystill be achieved. During the 30 years,
the focushas shifted from eastern Europe to China, but worldwide activity is
steadily increasing.

Present
New officers of the LC were chosen at the Durban Congress: President - Ian
Smalley (UK; smalley @loessletter.com); Vice-President - Andrei Dodonov
(Russia) and Secretary- Zhou Liping (China; lpz10@ cus.cam.ac.uk). Fifteen
full members were chosen with a wideinternational spread;they are listed in
Loess Letter43, We are setting up Loess Letter Online (www.loessletter.com),
toprovidereports on conferences,aselection ofrecentreferences and discussions
of currenttopics.It features some thoughts on Russian loess. Weplan a long-
term study of loess in Russia, and loess discussed in the Russian (FSU)
literature. The aim is to provide a bridge between the vast Russian literature and
that in other languages, largely English. The LCis an international body, and
we need to identify and resolve problems ofcooperation and interchange across
national boundaries.
Weidentify two major global loess problems,(1) determiningthe climate over
the past two million years, and (2) describing the structure of loess and
determining the collapse mechanism, The major ☁external☂ problem to which
loess contributesis that ofpalaeoclimatic reconstruction. The major☁intrinsic☂
problem,inherent in the loess material and deposit nature,is that of structure
formation andcollapse.
Wepursueprojects in both of these fields of study. We are also committed to
support the ☁Dirtmap☂project, an international project to study aeolian dust; see
Loess Letter 42 for details or contact Karen Kohfeld in Jena (kek@bgc-
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jena.mpg.de). Please note in yourdiary: Dirtmap meeting (mineral aerosols) 7-
11 Octoberin Jena.

Future
The LC will continue to organise and support meetings, and we will continue
to publish Loess Letter and develop Loess Letter Online. There are movesto
revisit the original Fink regions to investigate loess sedimentology and
engineering problemsrather than stratigraphy. The Danubebasin is a very
tempting areafor international research and,with the international boundaries
being so extensively redrawn, many research initiatives may be needed to
restart loess studies in this region. A proposal has been published on LLO.
The LC supports the idea of a research journal devoted to loess. Thisideais
being discussed at present, and progress will be reported in LL and LLO.
Weseek cooperation with other INQUA Commissions and with other bodies.
The LC is working very closely with the ☁Collapsing Soils Commission☂ ofthe
International Association ofEngineering Geology and the Environment (LAEG)
and joint meetings and research projects are being proposed. We hope to have
astrong presence at the Reno INQUACongressin 2003. This location suggests
that this might be a good momentto have a definitive symposium on ☁desert
loess☂, one of the enduring controversies in the loess world.
The UK contribution to global loess studies is surprisingly large. Over the
years, QRA members have made hugecontributionsto loess research,and this
is likely to continue. Even the modestloess in Britain is becoming more widely
appreciated, and the newsthat the British Geological Survey is preparing a
monograph on UK loess suggests that we have received an official seal of
approval.

Ian Smalley
President

INQUALoess Commission
GeoHazards Group

Faculty of Construction & the Environment,
Nottingham Trent University

Nottingham NG1 4BU, UK
Tel: 0116 224 8409

e-mail: smalley @loessletter.com or ijs4@le.ac.uk
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FUTURE DIRECTIONS IN NEOTECTONICS:
FOUR MORE YEARSFOR THE INQUA COMMISSION ON

NEOTECTONICS

Neotectonics is the study of crustal movements that have occurred in the
Earth☂s recent past and continue at the present day. These movements, which
are driven directly or indirectly by global plate motions (tectonics), result in the
vertical and horizontal warping, folding or faulting of the Earth☂s surface.
Generally, plate motionsgive rise to the slow, progressive deformation of the
Earth☂s outer shell that is detectable only by high-precision space-borne and
land-based monitoring over years to decades. Where such movements occur
abruptly, however, as during earthquakes or volcanic eruptions, they are
readily detectable by humans. Humanrecords ofrecent tectonic movements
extend beyond the period of modern instrumentation(the last century) through
historical and archaeological records, though the duration and quality of these
records vary enormously between different regions. Before the records
chronicled by humans, however, the incidence of tectonic movements must be
reconstructed from the form of the Earth☂s landscape and from the sediment
record. Although such geomorphological and geological evidence of past
tectonic movements extend timescales of inquiry back several million years,
the history they reveal is generally imprecise, ambiguous and selective.
Nevertheless, to gain a full picture ofthe pattern of neotectonic movementsfor
a particular region, high-resolution ☁snapshots☂ provided by seismologists and
geodeticists must be integrated with the low-resolution ☁time exposures☂
provided by Quaternary scientists. This Quaternary perspectiveis essential in
studying the regional - and continental-scale interactions between geodynamic
and surficial process, such asin the linkage between tectonic, geomorphologic
and climatic influencesin the growth and denudation ofmountainbelts, and the
implications to regional and global climate. Although INQUA☂s Commission
on Neotectonics has long embraced the breadth and diversity of this
multidisciplinary field of study,its core remainsthe application of Quaternary
geology to neotectonic problems.
At the INQUA Congress in Durbanin August 1999,it was agreedto direct the
Commission☂s main activities at four key research themes during the present
inter-congress period. These themes- Palaeoseismology, Mountain Building,
Coastal Tectonics, and Tectonic Hazards- relate to the current working groups
(andin onecase, Subcommission)ofthe Commission.InDurban,the committee
ofthe Commission was renewed,with Jain Stewart (Brunel, UK)replacing the
outgoing President Carlo Bartolini (Firenze, Italy), Jim McCalpin (Geo-Haz
Consultants, USA)replacing Cliff Ollier (ANU,Australia) as Vice President,
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and Koji Okumura (Hiroshima, Japan) taking over Iain Stewart☂s formerrole
as Secretary. It was agreed that Maria Assunc4o Aratijo (Porto, Portugal) would
continue to act as Secretary of the Commission☂s web page (http://
wwwletras.up.pt/geograf/neotect.html).
Palaeoseismology is concerned with studying the location, timing and size of
prehistorical earthquakes. In recent years, the working group on this burgeoning
research field has been one of the most active and productive within the
Commission. Consequently, in Durban its status was elevated to that of a
Subcommission, necessitating the election of its own co-ordinating officers
(President: A. Michetti [Italy]; Vice President: F. Audemard [Venezuela] and
Secretary: S. Marco[Israel].
Palaeoseismological analysis rests on the premise that earthquakes produce
permanent and recognisable effects on the land surface. Assuming that an
earthquake fault has been active over a timespan of several tens of thousands
ofyears, the faultis likely, dependingonits style andrate of activity, to have
generated repeated ground effects (e.g. surface rupture, ground elevation
changes, liquefaction and mass-movement phenomena, groundwater- and
river-flow fluctuations). The cumulative action of these recurring ground
effects contributes to what Hancock & Michetti (1997) referred to as the
☁seismic landscape☂. Their interest to earthquake geologists stems from the
assumption that landscapes characteristically affected by, for example,
magnitude 7 (Intensity X) events will differ from those characteristically
affected by magnitude6 (intensity [X) events. The earthquake groundeffects
themselvesare well known,buttheir ☁fossil☂ expression in the geomorphological
andgeological recordis less well defined. Furthermore,itisstill largely unclear
howthe distribution,scale and nature of these effects relate to key earthquake
parameters, such as magnitude,intensity or epicentral location ofthe causative
quake. The identification and interpretation of seismic (or palaeoseismic)
components ofthe landscape is problematic, particularly since features can be
obliterated, masked of mimicked by climate-driven or human-induced
geomorphological changes. The key to unravelling this interplay between
anthopogenic,climatic and tectonic controls often lies within the surficial
sediments that mantle the seismic landscape, since here often lies both the
stratigraphical evidence for past tectonism and the chronological framework
that permits its history to be reconstructed. As a consequence, an important
emphasis in the Subcommission has beento establish links with INQUA☂s
Palaeopedology Commission, via B. Van Vliet-Lanoe (France) and R. Amit
(israel), in order to consider the macro- micro-scale interactions between
tectonic and soil processes. Developing a multi-proxy empirical database on
earthquake groundeffects that can be used by, and incorporated into, seismic-
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hazard assessmentpractices, represents an important research challenge for the
next decade, and serves as the primary goal of the Palaeoseismology
Subcommission during this present inter-congress period.
Inrecentyears, the Coastal Tectonics Working Group haspursuedresearch into
howlate Quaternary coastal records can help to develop,test and refine tectonic
models in a variety of different geodynamicsettings (e.g. Stewart and Vita-
Finzi, 1998). Much ofthis work has been in collaboration with other research
agencies, particularly INQUA☂s Commission onShorelines and the UNESCO-
IUGSIGCP-367project (Rapid Coastal Changesin the Late Quaternary). Over
the period 1999-2003, this working group, under the new leadership of J.
Clague (Canada), Y. Ota (Japan)and L,Ortlieb (France), will focus increasing
researchefforts on the coastal tectonic behaviour ofsubduction zonesand other
convergent plate margins. Much of the world☂s coastlines, and the bulk of
global seismicity, coincide with convergentplate margins, andtheir high-rates
ofgeodynamic activity make tectonism an important control on both short- and
long-term coastal evolution. In the past, this tectonism has been largely
revealed throughthe study of emergentshoreline features (e.g. raised marine
terraces, elevatedtidal notches), but recent studies along the Cascadia seaboard,
western North America, show that coastal wetlands and marshes may also
preserve valuable biostratigraphical records of tectonism,particularly abrupt
earthquake subsidence and tsunami flooding. Oneof the challenges facing the
Coastal Tectonics Working Group will be to refine the multi-proxy
(geomorphological, sedimentological and palaeoenvironmental) ☁earthquake
stratigraphy☂ approach developed in Cascadia, and extendits application to
other subduction-zone environments.
One of the main ongoing scientific debates concerns the ☁chicken-and-egg☂
issue about mountain-building: is mountain uplift driven by climate-induced
denudational change or does mountain growth force local and regionalclimatic
change?The Commission on Neotectonics has long championed the importance
of the regional interplay between geodynamics and global environmental
change,and underits new leadership of X. Fang (China) and F. Dramis(Italy),
its Mountain-Building Working Group will continue research into this field.
During thepresentinter-congressperiod,there will be an emphasisin unravelling
tectonic and climate signals in the Quaternary landscapes and depositional
sequencesin the Tibetan plateau, with the aim of improving understanding of
the timing and mechanisms of mountain-building in high Asia. Research will
continue to be pursued, however,into the interactions between tectonic and
surface processes operating in other mountain belts.
The Commission☂s Working Group on Tectonic Hazardsis spearheading the
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challengeto integrate the principles andpractices of Quaternary geology into
mainstream geohazard assessment. Led by S. Pavlides (Greece), P. Silva
(Spain) and T. Azuma (Japan), the main goals of this Working Group will! be
to apply neotectonicsresearch to issues of importantsocietal need andto bring
neotectonicians together with practitioners from other ☁communities☂, for
example seismological, engineering and insurance (e.g. Pavlides and King,
1998). One ofthe key developmentson this subject has been the establishment
of a multidisciplinary research school,the latest of which will be the ☁Winter
School on Active Faulting☂ in January 2000 at Hokudan,Japan. A meeting on
the ☁Evaluation of the potential for large earthquakes in present-day low-
seismic activity regions of Europe☂, to be held 13-16 March at Han-sur-Lesse
(Belgium) will examine the specific question of how to use neotectonics
research for seismic-hazard assessment.
With over 160 active members, the INQUA Commission on Neotectonicsis a
broad-based research group with interests in manyfields additionalto the four
present research themes. As a result, much of the research ongoing underits
auspicesis notlinked to a formal working group. One such areaofresearchthat
has developed in this way, andthatislikely to be of interest to many Quaternary
scientists, is that of the interplay between ice sheets, crustal deformation and
seismicity. This topic wasthe subject of a symposium at the Durban Congress,
and a special issue of Quaternary Science Reviews (edited by L. Stewart, J.
Sauber and J. Rose) is currently being prepared from papersarising from that
meeting. In this respect, the Commission will continue to promote,facilitate
and support research that is outside of outside its current main themes,
recognising that these outlying research strands representthe potential working
groupsoffuture inter-congress periods.
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THE QUATERNARYOF THE BANFFSHIRE COAST AND
BUCHAN

QRAShort Field Meeting, 8-11 September 2000
Quatemary research in NE Scotland has a long and distinguished history,
dominated by continuing debate on the age andsignificanceof lithologically-
distinctive glacigenic deposits that reflect competing ice movements from the
MorayFirth to the north, Strathmore to the south and the Grampian Mountains
to the south-west. The area contains evidence of glacial, periglacial and
interglacial deposits that extend back to Oxygen Isotope Stage 8 (OIS 8) or
earlier, together with remarkable deposits of weathered gravels of inferred
Tertiary age that have survived over-running by successive Pleistocene ice
sheets. NE Scotland waslastvisited by a QRAfield meeting in 1984, and since
then has beensubjectofcontinuing research that will culminate ina forthcoming
memoir of the British Geological Survey (Merritt et ai., 2001). The field
meeting wasthus timely in thatit allowed participants to revisit a number of
classic exposures that have been placed in revised stratigraphic context, and
also introduced a numberofsignificant new sites.
Thethirty or so participants included survivors from the excellent 1984field
meeting as well as representatives of a younger generation of Quaternary
scientists and half a dozen overseas visitors fresh from the IPA/IGU/QRA
Periglacial Workshopheld at St Andrews. Those presentat the 1984 meeting
could detect a distinct change in emphasis. The concept of ☁moraineless
Buchan☂ - the notion that part of NE Scotland escaped Late Devensian
glaciation - seemsatlast to have beenlaid to rest, even though a putative ice-
free enclave continues to appear in recent ice-sheet models. Three foci of
debate dominated discussion: the survival of ancient landscape elements under
cold-based or polythermal ice masses, the possible role of ice sheets in the
northern North Sea Basin in deflecting the Moray Firth and Strathmore ice
streams, and a correlation oflithostratigraphic units proposed by Merrittetal.
(2000, 2001) that forms a framework for future debate and revision as more
dating evidence becomesavailable.

Friday 8th September
Day 1 commencedwith a visit to the classic Teindland Interglacialsite, where
Adrian Hall and Rodger Connell lucidly explainedthesite stratigraphy and
the implicationsofrecent research, including luminescence agesthat imply an
OIS 5 agefor theburiedpodzol. Significantly, noneofthe attending periglacialists
seemed inclined to challange the glacigenicorigin of the overlying diamicton.
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A visit to the Boyne Bay Limestone Quarry led by Doug Peacock and Jon
Merritt engendered much discussion of the glaciotectonised Whitehills
Glacigenic Formation, which separates a lower partly-weatheredtill of inferred
pre-OIS5 age froman uppertill of inferred Late Devensian age. Discussion of
this formation with its conspicuousrafts of sediment dredged from the Moray
Firth continued after lunch at Gardenstown, whereattention also focused on the
anomalouslithology of the basal gravels in the local Quaternary sequence, and
on the origin and implications of the glaciolacustrine deposits that cap the
succession. The day concluded with a view of the local meltwater channel
networks, formedonthe lee(east) side of north-south trending bedrockridges.

Saturday 9th September
Day 2 beganwith a visit led by Adrian Hall and Rodger Connell to the Howe
of Byth Quarry, where atill and superjacent outwash sedimentsofinferred Late
Devensianage overlie the thick gravels and intercalated diamicts of the Howe
of Byth Gravel Formation, Luminescence ages indicate a Middle Devensian
ageforthelatter, but weathering evidence suggeststhatthis impressive deposit
may beolder. Discussion focused on competinginterpretationsofthe intercalated
diamicts as sediment-gravity flows of glacigenic or nonglacial (paraglacial?)
origin, and on the possible significanceofinvoluted (sensi/ato) structures near
the topofthe gravels. The mostlively debate of the day, however, wasreserved
for the interpretation of the spectacular rafts of Jurassic clay and sandin the till
that overlies deltaic sands and gravels in the Oldmill Quarry. The till has been
interpreted as representing the Whitehills Glacigenic Formation,inferred from
the rafted sedimentsto have been emplaced by MorayFirth ice during an early
phase of Late Devensian glaciation. The survivalof far-travelled rafts of sand
and clay gave rise to muchdiscussion of the conditions under which bodiesof
poorly-consolidated sediment could be transported over long distances without
being sheared into a more homogenioustill.
Subsequent sites proved less controversial. Rodger Connell provided a
convincing interpretion of the Sandford Bay sections south of Peterhead,
broadly vindicating that proposed by T.F. Jamieson over a century ago: Late
Devensian expansionofinland ice beyondthe present coastline was followed
by deposition of a glaciomarine or glaciolacustrine sequence, then onshore
advance of Logie-Buchan ice from the south. The last-mentioned dammed.
substantial lakes in the North and South Ugie Valleys as the injand (Grampian)
ice stream retreated. In the St Fergus area, Doug Peacock outlined the
significance ofthe St Fergus Silt Formation, dated toc. 15 ka BPby radiocarbon
dating of the molluscan fauna; the occurrenceof the St Fergussilts at altitudes
of up to 16 m ODindicates muchgreater glacio-isostatic depression than has
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previously been assumedfor the north-east coast of Scotland, and thus implies
a thicker and moreextensive cover of Late Devensian ice. Thefinalsite of the
day, Ardglassie Quarry, triggered renewed speculation on the mode of
transportation of ice-rafted sediment blocks against an audible rumbling of
stomachs with the approch of dinner.

Sunday 10th September
The final day was devotedtovisits to sites exhibiting outcrops of the Buchan
Ridge Gravel Formation, comprising quartzite and flint gravels of probable
pre-Pleistocene age. Clive Auton introducedthe classic site at Windy Hills,
whichis dominated by a quartzite gravel sequence andlocally overlain by a thin
diamict containing allochthonousclasts, with strong evidenceofclast erection
by frost action in the uppermost 40 cm orso. Discussion centred aroundthe age
(Pliocene orearlier) and environmentof deposition (fluvial orlittoral) of the
gravels, and interpretation of a massive sand unit (aeolian?) underlying the
surface diamict. At an excavated trench on Skelmuir Hill, David Bridgeland
gave a stimulating introduction to the characteristics of flint-bearing clastic
deposits attributed to the Buchan Ridge Gravel Formation, which heattributed
on thebasisofthe degreeofflint rounding to deposition in a beach environment
(Bridglandet al., 1997), and described the archaeological significance of the
site in termsofNeolithic flint quarrying. Similar themes continued to dominate
discussion at the Den of Boddam site, where research by Alan Saville, David
Bridgland andothers has revealed some 458 Neolithic flint extraction pits. At
this finalsite, just as an experienced QRA groupie was commentingonthe fact
that the field meeting had produced not a single pollen diagram, Richard
Tipping emerged from behind a clumpof Ericaceae to decribe his analysis of
Holocenepollen assemblagesatthesite, startling us with his observation that
the pollen appeared to show no indication of Neolithic interference.
This was an enjoyable excursion in whichthe participants benefited from the
expertise of a group of Quaternary researchers who have devoted many years
of work to a fascinating area that has yieldedits secrets only grudgingly. The
detail presented in the accompanyingfield guide (Merritt et al., 2000) is ample
testamentto the thoroughnessanddedication oftheir work. Jon Merritt is due
particular thanksfor his overall organization of the field meeting, andall of
those whogavesite introductions and contributedto the field guide deserve the
gratitude of participants. Like all good field meetings, some new ideas and
imitiatives emerged, notably the needformore luminescencedatingto place the
proposedregional lithostratigraphy on a more secure footing. ] look forward to
the next QRA field meeting in NE Scotland, possibly around 2015. By then we
mayhave reached some consensuson the Buchan Ridge gravels, have tightened
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up the chronostratigraphy and may even understandthe behaviourof the Late
Devensian ice streams. There is muchstill to be learnt aboutthe drifts and rafts
of supposedly ☁moraineless☂ Buchan.
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HOLOCENE LAND-OCEAN INTERACTION AND
ENVIRONMENTAL CHANGE AROUND THE NORTH SEA

Edited by Ian Shennan and Julian Andrews
Geological Society, London
ISBN 1-86239-054-1, 2000.

Special Publication, 166, 326 pages. Price £79

Centered on the Durham - East Anglia axis, this volume synthesises work
conducted on the English eastcoast, includingthe variousriver catchments and
adjoining North Sea. The research findings gathered here stem from the Land-
Ocean Evolution Perspective Study (LOEPS) and were funded through the
Natural Environment Research Council (NERC) Land-Ocean Interaction
Study (LOIS). The papers were originally presented at a meeting heldat the
Geological Society of London in September 1998.
Thegreatthing about Geological Society Special Publications is the knowledge
that they bring the reader up-to-date on the chosen subject. This volume does
not disappoint and contains a wealth of carefully-collected analytical data,
providing an excellent regional account of Holocene environmental change.
The volumeis well organised into 15 papers, providing the readerwitha logical
progression from techniques, site-specific papers to regional-scale analyses.
For those who enjoy acronyms,the first paper by Shennan and Andrewsis a
must, clarifying the role ofLOEPS within the LOIS and beyond. However,this
introductory paper is somewhatdisappointingin termsofelucidating the wider
implications of the research presented in this volume. The second paper, by
Ridgwayet al., provides a very useful review of techniquesused in the Humber
Estuary and is well placed in the volumein that manyofthe following papers
avoid large methods sections. This paper will certainly serve as a useful
reference for those conducting work on estuarine sediments. Continuing the
techniques theme, Horton eta/. explain methodological development in a
paper which outlinesthe foraminiferal-based transfer function approachin sea-
level reconstruction. Despite problems associated with AMS ☜C dating of
calcareous foraminifera from intertidal sediments,it is encouraging to see the
effort which is being madeby this brightstar of the Durham Environmental
Research Centre to develop an alternative to bulk organic dating of such
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sediments. The next two papers develop the important theme of dating
mninerogenic sediments, with two contrasting approaches to luminescence
dating of Holocene coastal sediments. Bailiff and Tooley, comparing infra-
red-stimulated luminescence (IRSL) agesonsilt-sized fractions of water-laid
deposits and calibrated radiocarbon ages from organic horizons within the
samecore, suggest that a chronological resolution of about | ka is possible by
the IRSL method employed. Clarke and Rendell describe a methodology for
luminescence dating based on the use and improved understanding ofalkali
feldspars which can be applied to freshwater and saltmarsh environments.
A series of papers on the Holocene sedimentsof the Humberfollow. Macklin
etal. briefly describe the Yorkshire Ouse catchment,suggesting that during the
Holoceneits sedimentdelivery to the Humber Estuary may have beenrelatively
low. Metcalfe et al. provide a wealth of data in an attractive paper which
describes the palaeogeographic evolution of the Humberfrom 8 to 3 cal.ka BP.
Reeset al. continuethis theme by exploring the character, volume and source
of these sediments. One of the more interesting papers of the volume, by
Andrewse7 al., details one of the first well-constrained Holocene organic
carbon budgets for a temperate estuary. In contrast to the pre-reclamation
system, whichacted as a large sedimentsink, the modern managedestuary has
lost muchofits brackish-freshwater wetlands and saltmarshesduringthe past
300 years. As aresult, suspended sediments andassociated organic carbon and
sulphur are currently bypassing former (Holocene)storage areas and are now
presumably impacting North Sea biogeochemicalcycles.
The paper on the Tees Estuary by Platerer a/. extends the records beyond the
Holocene and includes an intriguing record of what are described as Late
Glacial laminated silts and clays, thought to have formedin an ice-dammed
Lower Teeslake basin. I found the correlation figure of total varve thickness
with the GISP "0 record from the interval 16.5-18 ka BP, constrained by a
single luminescence ageof18,365 + 10,015 a BP,to be highly questionable. To
infer a climate control on varve thickness where ☜much of the laminated
sedimenthasa turbiditic or waning flow origin☝ seems overly ambitious and
detracts from what, otherwise, seemsto be a well-argued paper. Orfordet al.
describe duneinitiation in Northumberlandat 4 cal. ka BP, with some evidence
to suggest dune developmentduringtheLittle Ice Age. Andrewsetal. describe
the north Norfolk barrier coastline, which contrasts with the numerousestuarine
sites and provides a debate about coastal management. A thorough
characterization of Holocene sediment accumulation in the Fenland is given by
Brewetal.
Two papers from Shennan erai. stand out as the major achievementsofthe
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volume,synthesising sea-leveldata collection from the early 1980's. One ofthe
successes of LOEPS,as stressed by Shennan et a/., has been the spatial
improvementofthe sea-level data set and its extension towards the earlier
Holocene. Perhapsthe highlightof this volumeis the final paper by Shennan
et al., which includes a far-reaching attempt to modelthe palaeogeographies
and associatedtidal changes of the western North Sea during the Holocene.
These regional-scale modelling exercises, in collaboration with Kurt Lambeck,
exemplify the importance in Quaternary Science of long-term data gathering,
synthesis and management.
To conclude,this volume is an excellent regional synthesis of work on the
English east coast, providing a very strong UK perspective. The collected
papers work nicely together but, inevitably there are some weaker elements
here, some of which would not stand well alone. This is a useful reference
volume,althoughthetitle is somewhat misleading,with little coverage of the
North Seaitself. 1 would certainly recommend it as a valuable reference for
library collections and highly challenging to those who would contemplate
further the complexrelationships that exist in land-ocean interaction. Finally,
it was goodto read the salute to Gill Harwood and Robin Wingfield, both of
whom died before the completion of this volume- this is indeed a fitting
memorial to them.

Bill Austin
School of Geography and Geosciences

University of St Andrews
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GEOLOGY OF THE READING DISTRICT:
SHEET EXPLANATION(268)

S. J. Mathers and N.J.P. Smith
ISBN 0 85272 362 8 (0 7518 3288 X folded and cased map)30pp
GEOLOGY OF THE BIRMINGHAM AREA: MEMOIR(168)

J.H. Powell, B.W. Glover and C.N. Waters

ISBN 0 11 884545 4 (0 7518 3041 0 folded and cased map)132pp
England and Wales 1:50,000 sheets

Published by : British Geological Survey 2000

Birmingham Memoir £45 and Reading Sheet Explanation £9 or with a folded
copyofthe cased 1:50,000 mapin a toughclear plastic wallet £15. Individual
1:50,000 maps cost £9-95, with 25 % academic discount when ordered from:
Sales Desk, British Geological Survey, Keyworth, Nottingham NG125GG
Tel : 0115 - 936 3100 Fax : 0115 - 936 3200 (prices exclusive of post and
packing).
Both publicationsstraddle the transition from thetraditional British Geological
Survey (BGS) memoir to the sheet explanation that accompanies newly-
surveyed 1:50,000 geological maps. Sheet memoirs have been produced for
over a century andoriginally described in detail a newly-mapped one-inch to
the mile (1:63,630) sheet. However, in recent years they have often appeared
long after the publication of the map, and the essential costs of writing up a
survey have been transferred to increasingly expensive memoirs. Thus, apart
for the occasional special publications to cover classic geological areas, the
memoirs will be replaced by sheet explanations;the latter are published as A5
booklets (21 x 15 cm), about 30 pageslong, at the same time as the map, and
presented with the folded edition in a clear plastic wallet. This is similar to the
long-standing Bureau de Recherches Géologiques et Miniéres (BRGM)1:50,000
map and memoirseries, exceptthat the French folded sheetis uncased and often
only has a geological key aroundits margin; since the late 1980☂s the booklet
has become a small (22 x 12 cm) but detailed memoir with an extensive
reference list that can exceed a hundred pages in length (see Quaternary
Newsletter, 91, 52-54).
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The Readingsheet explanation details the subsurface geology, Upper Cretaceous
Chalk and unconformity with overlying Palaeogene deposits, the structure,
applied geology and the Quaternary deposits in this part of the Thames Valley,
on the southern edge of the Chilterns dip slope. Due to the complex nature of
the alluvial deposits derived from the catchmentsofthe ancestral Thames and
its Kennet, Loddon and Blackwatertributaries, the Quaternary takes up about
a third of the concisely-written text. The Introduction outlines the topography
and geological history of the area, and the final three paragraphs place the
Quaternary events into the wider contextofclimate andsea-level change. The
development ofsuch inland drainage systemsis being considered in terms of
the easterly downwarpingofBritain since the late Pliocene (Fosteret al., 1999).
Hence the relative uplift of the Reading area in relation to the subsiding
southern North Sea Basin is now taken for granted. This very significant change
in approach by the BGSoverthe last few years seemsto have occurred without
reference to any seminal publications.
The bulk of the section on the Quaternary comprises a detailed and revised
description of the complex alluvial deposits which, due to their different and
changing catchments, contain pebbles with distinct provenances. Thetext is
complemented bya diagram ofthe relative height, thickness, chronology and
correlation ofthe terraces belonging to the main river systemsandthe level of
their present floodplains. This admirable diagram could have been improved by
indicatingthe positions ofthe Loddon-Blackwater and Kennet confluences on
the Thames and the approximate downstream distances along the present
rivers. Unfortunately, the text lacks a diagram placing the diverse Quaternary
deposits into a chronology based on warm andcold climate cycles related to
oceanic oxygen-isotope stratigraphy, as a number of recent memoirs(i.e.
Fortrose in Scotland and Worcester in England) have done quite successfully.
To dothis, the modified version of a published cross-section across the Kennet
valley at Woolhampton could have been inserted on the margin of the map
beside an insert showingthe distributionsofthe main gravel compositions. The
nature of periglacial deposits such as head gravel and clay-with-flints is also
outlined, and certain Quaternary aspects, in terms of mineral workings,local
cambering and slope stability, are related to the applied geology ofthe area.
Given their limited length, two pages of information sources, including
national data-bases and maps, along with the repetition of memoirs already
listed amongst the 71 references, cannot be justified. However, this is
considerably morethan thoselisted at the endofthe adjacent sheet explanation
for Windsor and Bracknelldistrict (1999) to the east.
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Considering that a complex series of Quaternary (Drift) deposits, including
buried glacial channels, covers three quarters of the area shown by the
Birmingham sheet, it is surprising that less than a sixth of this otherwise
excellent memoir is devoted to this topic; the memoir mainly deals with
Cambrian to Jurassic (Solid) rocks. However, the longer andbetter-illustrated
applied geology chapter, which is important in such a heavily-mined and
industrialised district, provides some additional information aboutthe area☂s
superficial deposits. These consist mainly of glaciofluvial, lacustrine andtill
deposits, mostly from the Anglian or Wolstonian glaciations, with some
pockets of interglacial material, including classic Hoxnian successions. In
addition, there are restricted river terraces derived from glacial material, and
small, scattered areas of postglacial landslips, peat and head.
The revision of the complex Quaternary deposits has been aided by numerous
site-investigation boreholes used to generate a mapofdrift thickness. This map
locates buried channels whoserestricted length and central low points suggest
that they were not pre-existing valleys but may have formed by subglacial
scour, water in ice-marginalplunge pools or, more probably, by water flowing
underthe confining pressure ofoverlying ice. The borehole data havealso been
plotted to indicate bedrock levels below central Birmingham andto illustrate
the nature of the deposits associated with the key Hoxniansites at Nechells
Green and Quinton. Unfortunately, the data were not used to generate further
diagramsthat may have improved the reader's understanding of these varied
and often abruptly-changing spreadsofglacial andglacially-derived material.
The text is supplemented by stratigraphic tables. One table outlines the
alternative ages assigned to some of the Quaternary deposits, another their
depositional environments and main lithologies. However, no attempthas been
madeto relate the stratigraphy to the oxygen-isotope record (Foster et al.,
1999), and so there are no referencesto papers such as that by Funnell (1995).
Thus this interpretation is dated and can give the impression that there were
only two warm stages and a Wolstonian cold phase between the Anglian and
Devensianglaciations instead ofthree cold and four warm stages making up the
intricate pattern of intervening global climate changes. Also, the few quoted
radiocarbondates appear to be uncalibrated, and the text does not mention that
such agesare often significantly younger than absolute calendar dates.
Evenwith an uninspired Quaternary chapter the Birmingham memoir contains
vastly more information than can a replacement sheet explanation. Memoirs
often contain diagrams and informationthat cannot be found elsewhere,andin
somecases these are based on otherwise confidential data held by the BGS.
While these new sheet explanations are clearly written, well presented and
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accessible to a wider readership, it can only be hopedthat they will normally
be supplemented by longer sheet descriptions with an expandedreferencelist.
These are relatively cheap, produced in a larger A4 (30 x 21 cm) format and
printed to order by the BGS (to reduce costs, the mainly colour figures are
expanded and reproduced at the back of the report accompanying the
photographs).
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ABSTRACTS
 

PALYNOLOGYOF LATE PLEISTOCENE MARINE
SEDIMENTSIN NORTH DENMARK

Christopher G. Glaister (Doctor of Philosophy)
Departmentof Geography, University of Cambridge

This thesis examines the pollen and spore contentof marine sedimentsin two
cores from north Jutland (Ngrre Lyngby 2 and Skagen 3) and one from the
island of Anholt, Kattegat (Anholt T/ID.
The main aim of the thesis was to resolve the controversy overtherelative
dating of the sequences. While foraminiferal analysis and optically-stimulated
luminescence dating have given an Eemian ageforthe interglacial sections of
the Ngrre Lyngby and Skagen sequences, amino-acid dating suggests that the
sediments may correlate with Oxygen Isotope Stage 11. Similar analyses
suggested an Eemian agefor the Anholt sequence, and it was hoped thatpollen
analysis of this core might provide a useful comparison to the results from
N¢grre Lyngby and Skagen.
The pollen assemblages obtained from Ngrre Lyngby and Skagen record a
transition from interglacial to glacial conditions, followed by, in the case of
Norre Lyngby,two periodsofboreal-forest expansionattributed to interstadial
conditions. While the N¢rre Lyngby and Skagen sequencesare broadly similar
and can be correlated with each other,there are significant differencesfrom the
pollen assemblages that characterise the interglacials of the Middle-Late
Pleistocene.
Although the Skagen sequence reflects only the expansion of Picea, the
presence of low percentages of thermophiloustree taxa in the Ngrre Lyngby
sequence raises two mainpossibilities for the relative dating ofboth sequences:
1) The interglacial section of the Ngrre Lyngby core reflects a complete

interglacial with an early immigration of Picea(e.g. the Holsteinian). The
low proportions of thermophiloustree taxa relative to terrestrial records of
interglacials of this type result from taphonomic bias in the marine
environment.

2) The interglacial section of the Ngrre Lyngbycorereflects the latter part of
an interglacial with a relatively late immigration ofPicea(e.g. the Eemian).
Theearly part of the interglacial is missing, presumably dueto erosion or
non-deposition.
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While both hypotheses mayexplainthe relative lack ofthermophiloustaxa,the
possibility that they represent a background population ofreworkedtaxais also
considered.
In contrastto the sequences from N¢grre Lyngby and Skagen,that from Anholt
can be correlated relatively firmly with the latter part of zone 4 and the
beginning of zone 5 of the Eemian interglacial. Much higher proportions of
thermophilous taxa are recorded at Anholt, which seems to discount the
possibility that,ifthe Ngrre Lyngby and Skagen sequences are Eemian,the low
values of thermophilouspollen result from taphonomicbias.
Thelowerpartofsub-biozone NL-1b of the Ngrre Lyngbycore recordsa slight
decline in thermophilous taxa. Thisis interpretedasthe terrestrial response to
the coolinginferred from the foraminiferal record at the same point. While the
occurrenceofclimatic oscillations in the Eemian has been widely accepted,the
fact that the pollen record has shownthat the age of the sequences cannot
presently be resolved,raises the important possibility that climatic oscillations
mayalso have occurredin earlier interglacials.
Althoughthe pollen sequences from Ngrre Lyngby and Skagen resemble most
closely those from thelatter part of the Eemian interglacial, this correlation
cannot be demonstrated unequivocally. It is therefore proposed that local
stratigraphic terminology is used, andthatthe interglacial period represented
in the Ngrre Lyngby and Skagen sequences should, for the time being, be
referred to as the ☁Skagerrak interglacial☂.
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HOLOCENE FLOODPLAIN VEGETATION DYNAMICSIN
THE LOWERAIRE VALLEY, YORKSHIRE

Jason Robert Kirby (Doctor of Philosophy)
Department of Geography, University of Hull

Perimarine river valleys are a rich palaeoecological resource which may
provide information about catchment and sea-level change. This thesis
reconstructs the Holocene environmentalhistory ofthe lower Aire valley,
and investigates the factors influencing floodplain and vegetational
development.
Reconstruction of environmental change in the lower Aire valley in the mid-
to late-Holocene is based on lithological and palaeoecological records from
three sites in the upper, middle and lowerparts of the study reach. Techniques
used include pollen, diatom, wood macrofossil, loss on ignition and radiocarbon
analyses.
Paludification of the valley floor was time transgressive, probably due to
gradually rising sea level. Paludification began at c. 7,000 BP (c. 8,000 to c.
7,600 cal. yrs BP) at the lowermost site, whereas conditions were not wet
enough forpreservation of organic sediment in the upper reach until c. 4,200
BP (c. 5,000 to ¢. 8,500 cal. yrs BP). Accumulation of floodplain peat was
interrupted by the deposition offinely-laminated humic clays sometime after
c. 7000 BP (c. 8,000 to c. 7,600 cal. yrs BP) in the lowertract ofthe Aire valley,
near Goole, suggesting a change to lagoonal conditions. This was apparently
caused by the ponding of freshwater against the rising estuary. It is also
possible that drainage was impeded,associated with widespread deposition of
organic sedimentin the lower valley areas, which may have contributed to the
creation ofa lagoonal environment.The lagoonhadsilted up by ¢. 6,000 BP (c.
7,200 to c. 6,600 cal. yrs BP), probably due to an increase in tidal asymmetry
and range, which resulted in a net surplus of sedimentin the floodbasins and
enabled the re-invasion of fen carr onto thesite.
The main period of organic sedimentation lasted for several millennia at each
of the study sites, during which time Alnus glutinosa fen carr communities
dominated the backswampareas of the floodplain. During mid-Holocene
times,the surrounding dryland wascolonised by a mixed woodland,with Tilia,
Ulmus, Quercus, and probably Corylus avellana and Fraxinus excelsior. Pinus
sylvestris was also prevalentin the region.
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Alnus carr was progressively replaced by fen meadow communities, and then
saltmarsh or freshwater reedswamp communities, as water levels rose due to
rising sea level recorded throughoutthe lowerAire valley between c. 4,600 and
c. 2,700 BP (c. 5,500 to c. 2,700 cal. yrs BP). Remnants ofa possible upper peat
unit and diatom evidence from the upper clastic sediment is tentatively
interpreted as indicating the contraction of estuarine conditions and a phase of
falling sea level at some time during the late Iron Age.
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NOTICES
 

1. MILLENNIAL-SCALE EVENTS IN THE NORTH
ATLANTIC REGION DURING TERMINATION1

INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE AND ASSOCIATED
FIELD MEETING

University of Ulster, Northern Ireland, 13-18 June 2001
Oral andposter contributions are invited for an international conference on
millennial-scale events. The conference will focus on evaluating the timing,
signatures and correlation of high-frequency hemispheric-scale climate and
environmental changes during Termination 1 (last deglaciation) in the North
Atlantic region,as deducedfrom ice-core, marine-core,andterrestrial (glacial,
peat, lake) records. Papers presentedatthe conferenceare invited for submission
to an associated volume, mostlikely a Geological Society Special Publication,
edited by Marshall McCabe and Jasper Knight.
Papersessions based at the University of Ulster (days 1-3) will be followed by
afield meeting (days 4-6) examining onshorefield evidence for Heinrich event
1in Ireland. Thisis the only knowndatedsite whereice advanceassociated with
H1] is demonstrated in the NEAtlantic region.A field guide will accompanythis
part of the meeting.
Conference details and registration forms are available from:
www.ulst.ac.uk/termination1.html
Deadline for statements ofinterest: | October 2000
Deadline for abstracts: 1 January 2001
For more information please contact:
Dr Jasper Knight
Glacial Research Group
University of Ulster
Coleraine
Co Londonderry
Northern Ireland
BT52 1SA, UK
Tel: 44-28-7032 3179 (direct)
Tel: 44-28-7032 4428 (Dept. office)
Fax: 44-28-7032 4911
e-mail: j.knight @ulst.ac.uk
http://www.ulst.ac.uk/faculty/science/crg/home.htm
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2 ENGLISH QUATERNARYSSSI/GCR SITES

Concerns about Quaternary SSSI/GCRsites in England will be welcomed
by Dr Chris Gleed-Owen at the NCC for England (English Nature). Dr
Gleed-Owenis covering for Natalie Bennett, who is on maternity leave until
January 2001.

Contact:
Dr Chris Gleed-Owen
Environmental Impacts Team, English Nature
Northminster House
Peterborough PEI 1UA.
Tel: 01733 455207, fax: 01733 568834
E-mail: chris.gleed-owen@english-nature.org.uk
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_ QUATERNARY RESEARCH ASSOCIATION
The Quaternary Research Association is an organisation comprising archaeologists,
botanists, civil engineers, geographers, geologists, soil scientists, zoologists and others
interested in researchinto the problemsof the Quaternary. The majority of membersreside
in Great Britain, but membership also extends to most European countries, North America,
Africa, Asia and Australasia. Membership (currently c. 1,000) is opento all interested in
the objectives of the Association. The annual subscription is £15 with reduced rates (£5)
for students and unwaged membersandanInstitutional rate of £25.
The main meetings of the Association are the Annual Field Meeting, usually lasting 3-4
days, in April, and a 1 or 2 day Discussion Meeting at the beginning of January.
Additionally, there are Short Field Meetings in May and/or September, while Short Study
Courses on techniques used in Quaternary work are also occasionally held, Thepublications
of the Association are the Quaternary Newsletter issued with the Association☂s Circular
in February, June and October; the Journal ofQuaternary Sciencepublished in association
with Wiley, incorporating Quaternary Proceedings, with eight issues per year, the Field
Guide Series and the Technical Guide Series.
The Association is run by an Executive Committee elected at an Annual General Meeting
held during the April Field Meeting. Currentofficers of the Association are:
President: Professor M.J.C. Walker, Department of Geography, University of

Wales, Lampeter, Dyfed, SA48 7ED (e-mail: walker@lamp.ac.uk)
Vice-President: Dr R.C. Preece, Department of Zoology, University of Cambridge,

Downing Street, Cambridge, CB2 3EJ. (e-mail: r.c.preece@zoo.cam.ac.uk
Secretary: Dr C.A, Whiteman, School of the Environment, University of

Brighton, Cockroft Building, Lewes Road, Brighton, BN2 4G]
(e-mail: C.A.Whiteman@ brighton.ac.uk)

Publications Secretary:
Dr S.G, Lewis, Centre for Environmental Change and QuaternaryResearch, Department of Geography and Geology, Cheltenham and
Gloucester College of Higher Education, Swindon Road,
Cheltenham, GL50 4AZ (e-mail: slewis@chelt.ac.uk)

Treasurer: Dr P. Allen, 13 Churchgate, Cheshunt, ☁Hertfordshire, EN8 9NB
(e-mail: peter.allen6é@virgin.net)

Editor, Quaternary Newsletter:
Dr J.B. Murton, School of Chemistry, Physics and Environmental
Science, University of Sussex, Falmer, Brighton, BN] 9QJ
(e-mail: j.b.murton@ sussex.ac.uk)

Editor, Journal of Quaternary Science:
Dr J.D, Scourse, School of Ocean Sciences, University of Wales(Bangor), Menai Bridge, Anglesey, LL59 SEY (e-mail:
j-scourse@bangor.ac.uk)

Publicity Officer: Dr D. Maddy, Department of Geography, The University,Newcastle-upon-Tyne, NE1 7RU (e-mail:
Darrel.Maddy @newcastle.ac.uk)

All questions regarding membership are dealt with by the Secretary, the Association☂s
publications are sold by the Publications Secretary andall subscription matters are dealt
with by the Treasurer.
QRA homepage on the world wide web at: http://www.qra.org.uk
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